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I go to church with around 350 defectors and you ask any one of them and they will say exactly the same thing,” she told us over the phone ... and then we go to the mountain to get the grass ...
The Strange Tale of Yeonmi Park
Astrologer Oscar Cainer lays out your weekly love horoscope for the week of Saturday July 24th, to Friday July 30th.
Your love horoscope for the week is here, commencing July 24...
The clock, currently under construction will be over 200 feet tall, residing in a shaft drilled in a limestone mountain in West Texas. The allusion to [Indian Jones] sprung to mind when we read ...
10,000 Year Clock Sounds Like An Indiana Jones Flick – Makes Us Wonder If We’re Being Trolled
Many mountain ranges ... Completed in 1909, the Spiral Tunnels are an incredible feat of human engineering. It’s a mind-bending sight to see the front of a train emerge from a tunnel while ...
Discovering Canada's Most Remarkable Rail Passage
I am a mountain bike adventure athlete from the U.S. who has lived and adventured all over the globe. Being from North America ... I focused on the light and did not spiral into the dark hole of ...
How Biker Christian Little Found Purpose From a Near-Death Crash
Named after the larger-than-life folklore legend, The Sasquatch takes sightseeing to new heights, launching from an elevation of 4,921 feet up Blackcomb Mountain. The summer-only experience offers ...
The 10 Craziest Zip Lines Around the World
Little Black Book, REVERSE director on allowing himself to be the viewer, his relationship with 'Mr. Crossbow' and following intuition ...
The Directors: Johan Stahl
Prefer hanging on the sofa while your partner hits the gym? Meet the couples with fitness goals that no longer align ...
What the midlife health gap could mean for your marriage
Minecraft’s oldest so-called anarchy server—is convoluted and painstaking. It’s the story of how 300,000 players were constantly tracked, 15,000 bases discovered, and over 200 million items stolen.
Minecraft’s “Worst” Server Was Exploited So Hard Griefers Could See The Future
From Europe’s great spa towns to the nearly 100-year-old Trans-Iranian Railway, these are the 33 new sites UNESCO added to its World Heritage List in 2021.
UNESCO Adds 33 New Sites to Its 2021 World Heritage List
Torres' new album, Thirstier, is by design Scott's most joyful yet bold, grungy, and melodic, focused intently on light and not shade. It reflects the outlook that Scott worked hard to develop in the ...
Torres on perceptions of time and crafting her most joyful music yet
Review: The shady park steeped in Ozarks history with fun food, creative craftspeople and world-class rides is right where it belongs on any top 10 list of America’s best theme parks.
Why Silver Dollar City deserves to be ranked among America’s best theme parks
With that in mind ... over 12 million visitors, which is more than twice as many as the Grand Canyon. If you're ready to follow suit and explore this southern portion of the Appalachian Mountain ...
From Hawaii's volcanoes to rugged Acadia, we found the best vacation rentals near national parks
(Bloomberg Businessweek) -- Over the next few weeks, a company called Kernel will begin sending dozens of customers across the U.S. a $50,000 helmet that can, crudely speaking, read their mind.
Can a $110 Million Helmet Unlock the Secrets of the Mind?
he ran up the spiral staircase to the second floor, sat on his bed, and hoped for the best. The next morning after the deluge was over he peered downstairs. The floodwaters had receded but all of ...
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